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The durable and convenient North Carolina EasyToFold state map will take all the wear and tear

your journey can dish out. The heavy-duty laminated design allows you to mark your route, make

notes, then wipe the surface clean for further use. This is a must-have for navigation whether you're

a state resident or just passing through. Easy to fold means no fumbling Heavy-duty lamination

allows you to write on, wipe off Durable and tear resistant Folds to display individual map sections

Full-color maps with enhanced cartography Clearly indicated highways, county boundaries, points

of interest, and more Quick-reference legend and city indexProduct DetailsDimensions: 9" x 4.25"

folded; 18" x 17" unfolded.
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First of all, I will say that this map does have good, heavy duty lamination. But that's the only good

thing I can say. I wish I'd read the reviews before I purchased this. It looks like something someone

did at home: it's pieces of a map cut apart and laminated (for easy folding, I guess), the western part

of the state has been cut off and placed below the rest of the state (to make a square map instead

of a rectangle), and the edges of the lamination haven't been cut evenly. This map is probably fine

for someone who needs something easy to use in the car, but I'd planned on using this in my

homeschool to teach my child about our state. I'm going to have to cut it apart and put it back

together myself so my son can actually see what the state looks like.



I really thought that this was a joke at first, the map is terrible, it looks like cut up pieces that have

been laminated together, with decent sized gaps in between. The map also is split up into sections

of the state on front and back side of the map, meaning you never get a full state view. I will be

returning this map, and would never recommend anyone to purchase this "map".

The map is compact, the covering keeps it clean and protects it for tearing. Just what I needed.

Plastic cover good.Map lacks detailed view of features , street, highways.

It is just what I expected and needed to see the entire state in my lap.

Just wish it was larger since I mostly use them for planning routes

Smaller than I expected but definitely convenient.

Great size and laminated to make it last longer. This will certainly help get me around on the

mountain roads that seem to 'disappear' on my phone's GPS system when I'm on the road to find a

good fishing spot. This stays in my car at all times!
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